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JDC WEST 2021
WE WANT YOU!
This year the 2021 JDC West competition is
expanding its borders.
For the first time in history the 2021 JDC
West competition will be held in the
incredible city of Winnipeg! With this
year's theme being "The Human
Advantage" we are looking to create that
advantage with a STELLAR executive
team.
If you are reading this, odds are the JDC
West program has already had an
immense impact on your life and you are
looking to continue down that path.

We are looking for individuals who will
display "The Human Advantage" in their
everyday efforts as a member of the

HILL JDC WEST 2021 TEAM

JDC WEST 2021
GODPARENT
The GODPARENT helps assist the captains
on the competition journey. Through
support, guidance, and facilitation the
GODPARENT supports the Hill JDC West
team on their journey to the competition.
The GODPARENT is a jack-of-all-trades
kind of individual who is abundant when it
comes to organization, passion and a
LOVE for the JDC West program

KEY QUALIFICATIONS
A PASSION FOR JDC WEST (AKA BE
#HOTASHILL)
EXCEPTIONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS
STRONG LEADERSHIP
A LOVE FOR ORGANIZATION

JDC WEST 2021
VP ACADEMIC
The VP ACADEMIC was a new position last
year - this year we are turning up the heat!
This VP will be in charge of integrating
new and improved educational systems
into the academic portion of the
competition. Through analysis and
research the VP ACADEMIC will integrate
systems that enhance the learning and
education of each delegate on the HIll JDC
West team.

KEY QUALIFICATIONS
ANALYTICAL & STRATEGIC MIND
STRONG INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
DETAIL ORIENTED
GRADE-A COMMUNICATION SKILLS

JDC WEST 2021
ATHLETICS
COACH
The ATHLETICS COACH is a role that
requires incredible mental and physical
stamina. This VP is in charge of assisting
with the sport team tryouts - helping to
select a team of MVPs following which
they will create & implement strategic
practice plans that will assist with the
growth and experience of the athetic
delegates.
The ATHLETICS COACH is a role that
requires previous experience on the JDCW
Sport team - this is a sport competition like
you've never seen before!

KEY QUALIFICATIONS
STRONG LEADERSHIP QUALITIES
HIGHLY STRATEGIC SPORTS MIND
ADDAPTABILITY TO CIRCUMSTANCES
OUTSTANDING COMMUNICATION

JDC WEST 2021
VP CHARITY
The VP CHARITY has a heart of gold and
makes that known to everyone they meet.
This VP is responsible for managing our
relationships with our community partners,
Organizing volunteering contributions, and
running charity initiatives throughout the
year. If you have a drive for community
and helping people out - the VP CHARITY
position might just be for you!

KEY QUALIFICATIONS
CREATIVITY IN APPROACH
ORGANIZED WORKING STYLE
MOTIVATIONAL COMMUNICATION
DETAILED ORIENTED

JDC WEST 2021
DEBATE COACH
The DEBATE COACH will be in charge of
assisting with debate tryouts and helping
select a team of brilliant, well-spoken
debate delegates. The DEBATE COACH
will be coordinating and analyzing debate
practices in order to create outstanding
growth among the debate delegates.

KEY QUALIFICATIONS
HIGH LEVELS OF PROFESSIONALISM
STRONG LEADERSHIP QUALITIES
ADAPTABLE COMMUNICATION STYLE
STRATEGICALLY RELENTLESS MIND

JDC WEST 2021
VP EXTERNAL
The VP EXTERNAL is a connection maker
at heart and remembers everyone's name
at a networking event. This VP will be
tasked with reaching out to Regina
businesses to garner sponsorships for
individual teams and the Hill JDCW team
as a whole. The VP EXTERNAL will also
help reach out to industry judges and
alumni to help facilitate the academic case
process.

KEY QUALIFICATIONS
EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS
STRONG LEADERSHIP
UTMOST PROFESSIONALISM
A LOVE FOR ORGANIZATION

JDC WEST 2021
SOCIAL COACH
The SOCIAL COACH is a real social
butterfly! This VP will be in charge of
assisting at social tryouts with the goal to
pick a team of energetic, audacious, and
intelligent sochis. The SOCIAL COACH will
also be in charge of creating and
implementing out-of-the-box practice
plans that will enhance the growth and
prosperity of our social delegates.
This competition is like nothing you've
ever seen before so past experience on a
HILL JDCW Social team is a must!

KEY QUALIFICATIONS
EMPATHETIC INTUITION
HARDCORE CREATIVITY (WE MEAN IT)
ADAPTABLE COMMUNICATION STYLE
A "NEVER QUIT" ATTITUDE

APPLY TODAY AND
SHOW US YOUR
#HUMANADVANTAGE
TO BECOME A
MEMBER OF THE
2021 HILL
EXECUTIVE TEAM
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